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ABTRACT
Generating Compact Wasp Nest Structures via Minimal Complexity Algorithms
by
Fadel Ewusi Kofi Adoe
Many models have been developed to explain the process of self organization—the emergence of
seemingly purposeful behaviors from groups of entities with limited individual intelligence. However, the
underlying behavior that facilitates the emergence of this global pattern is not generally well understood.
Our study focuses on different low complexity building algorithms and characterizes how nests are built
using these algorithms. Three rules postulated to be functions of wasps’ building behavior were
developed. First is the random rule, in which there is no constraint per the choice of site to be initiated.
The second is the 2-cell rule where only sites with at least two ready walls are initiated. Third, the
maxWall rule ensures only sites with the maximum number of ready walls are initiated. This work
provides better insight and visualization through simulation into wasps building behavior. This acquired
knowledge can be applied to robotics and distributed optimization processes.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Many models have been developed to explain the process of self organization—the emergence of
seemingly purposeful behaviors from groups of entities with limited individual intelligence. These
models, which include work by [1, 2, 8-12, 14], present divergent views of self-organization, due to their
grounding in different kinds of mathematical, statistical and empirical mechanisms. One example is how
wasps individually yet cooperatively build a compact nest from hexagon-like units called cells. However,
the underlying behavior that facilitates the emergence of this global pattern is not generally well
understood. This paper focuses on the building rules of social wasps. The goal is to abstract this behavior
into a model based on a study of wasp behavior made by Karsai et al. [5] using a computer simulation.
We examine wasps’ nest building behavior and develop several low complexity building scripts to
simulate the nest building process of wasps. Wasps are social insects that build combs from vegetable
fibre and oral secretion mostly to host the development of offspring. Wasps' nest size ranges from a few
cell structures to a complex thousand cell architecture [5].
This research has four main foci to address the following questions: Can a simple stigmergic
random building algorithm be used to imitate the wasps’ nest building process? Thus, is the theory of
cellular automata (the use of simple rules to produce complex results) applicable in this situation? Do the
structures generated approximate natural nest forms? What are the characteristics of these generated
structures? What significant impact will changes in building rules have on these structures, that is, if
wasps change their building rules, how will it affect the structures generated? This research is applicable
to other domains, such as collective robotics, self-assembling robots, evolutionary design and
optimization processes.
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1.1

Local Interactions and Global Phenomenon

The interactions of subunits of a system may result in the emergence of a global pattern or
phenomenon. This global phenomenon may be in the form of meaningful behavior of the system that
cannot be solely attributed to the properties of the subunits (self-organization). This phenomenon occurs
both in natural and artificial systems. For instance, in artificial systems, a system designer or a developer
may coordinate the behavioral properties of the subunits so as to reach the global phenomenon
anticipated. In the simulation of wasps’ nest building behavior, a designer may guide the choice of a site
suitable for building a new cell on an emerging nest with rules. The global phenomenon is the emergence
of the round nest, and the local interactions are the activities involved in creating such a nest.

1.2

Thesis Outline

This thesis is partitioned into five chapters. Chapter 2 discusses the background of this research;
mechanisms of self organization. Three mechanisms that can help explain the building behavior of wasps:
stigmergy, cognition and adaptive intelligence are discussed. A related application of stigmergy in
modeling wasps’ building behavior by Theraulaz [3] is also briefly presented. This leads to Chapter 3 on
the methodology employed in this work and Chapter 4 on the results obtained. In Chapter 3, we briefly
introduce and state four assessments of Agent Based Model (ABM) and discuss why the Agent
Simulation Model framework, one approach to the ABM, fits into our methodology. Furthermore, the
method used in our model, the model and its assumptions, resources, and the required environment
needed for the realization of the model are addressed. Chapter 4 examines observations made and results
obtained from numerical simulations. This is followed by Chapter 5, the summary of the thesis that
presents the findings in this research, implications, how this result could be extended or other approaches
for future investigations. Considering the interdisciplinary nature of this research, terms from biology,
physics, and computer science are used. Terms that may not be familiar to all readers are defined in the
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glossary contained in Appendix A. Simulated nest samples and analytical graphs are in the remaining
Appendices.
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CHAPTER 2
THE CONTEXT
Our approach to simulating wasps’ nest building behavior is based on simple behavioral rules and
local cues. The simulation uses a grid of two dimensional (2D) hexagonal cells as building blocks, and a
nest is first initiated with one or two blocks, depending on the rule implemented, on a boundless 2D
lattice. Sides of this nest, potential walls or sites at which a new block could be built to produce a
structure that resembles a natural wasps’ nest are explored. Wasps are known to individually yet
cooperatively build a comb from hexagonal-like cells. This building behavior is observed in other entities
as well, leading researchers to explain the underlying mechanism. Generally, the process by which
seemingly purposeful behavior emerges from a group of entities with limited individual intelligence is
referred to as self-organization. Stigmergy, cognition and simple behavioral rules are proposed
mechanisms of self-organization that have been used to elucidate this emergent behavior [12].

2.1

Stigmergy

In stigmergy, individuals are stimulated by previous work to do more work. There are currently two
identified forms of stigmergy: quantitative (or continuous) and qualitative types [10]. In quantitative
stigmergy, the environmental stimulus is static, but the amount may differ and invoke different responses
to stimulus. Qualitative stigmergy, however, uses qualitatively different stimuli that may elicit different
responses. Qualitative stigmergy accounts for the ability of a group of entities with no sophisticated
communications to build a structure: for example, for wasps to build nests. The stigmergic process is a
progression of indirect stimuli or response behaviors that contribute to coordination between individuals
and their environment. For example, ants lay trails as a means of modifying the environment to
communicate with nest mates, and nest mates respond to the modified environment. When the
environment is externally perturbed, the insects respond as if the change is caused by the colony’s
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activities [10]. This section introduces the stigmergic process and how use of stigmergy could explain
wasps building behavior.

2.1.1

Stigmergy Process Applications Generate Lifelike Nests
Aging and changing characteristics of a developing nest provide different stimuli to wasp

builders, and this stigmergy accounts for nest shape changes. To support this proposition, Karsai et al. [5]
constructed a simple model to depict how stigmergy accounts for Polistes nest shapes. In this model, a
simple algorithm parameterized with the geometry of the nest structure was enough to predict the natural
nest shapes of Polistes. All natural nest shapes of Polistes emerged by invoking different sensitivities
when tuning an external parameter, which may be gravity and /or chemical gradients in real wasps. This
phenomenon suggests that the emergence of different nest shapes would not be necessarily due to
differences at the behavioral level but rather due to quantitative modulation of the building rule caused by
change in response threshold. Citing various authorities, Karsai [4] acknowledges that stigmergic
algorithms can be used to generate life-like, complex multicomb structures though with different
approaches. One approach formerly espoused by Karsai et al. [6] is an algorithm that chooses a site to
build a new wall in order to ensure optimal material usage. With this material economy approach, a
potential site with three ready walls is chosen over sites with fewer ready walls. However, if there are
several of these potential sites, one is chosen randomly. This approach, which necessitates the use of
global information and finding specific initiation positions, produced more off-centered nests. These
nests were more slender than natural nests. An improvement suggested by Karsai et al. [6] assigned
different weights or probabilities to potential sites based on their number of ready walls. With this
assignment, cells with the same definite weights compete simultaneously with each other to be completed.
The completion of a new cell may change the local configuration of its neighbors with a boomerang effect
on the probability of initiating a new cell at these positions. This new approach, which does not make use
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of global information but rather uses the number of ready walls as a stimulus, produced well-centered,
compact and life-like combs [4, 6].

2.1.2

Limitation of the Stigmergic Approach
Several other influences, such as effect of pupae on cell initiation and consequences of inter-

individual behavioral variability, have been proposed to affect nest construction [12]. For instance, the
presence of a cavity in construction sites affects nest forms. Nest forms are also modified due to the
presence of physical constraints. This act of modification cannot be attributed to building behavior but
rather a necessary adaptive path taken by wasps. Therefore, a stigmergic process alone is insufficient to
explain wasp building behavior, but it could provide valuable insight into severable aspects of
construction behavior [4]. Possibly, the aspect of this behavior not explained by stigmergy could be
explained using cognition.

2.2

Cognition

Individuals of self-organizing systems may possess high cognitive abilities in systems that lack
the communication network required for centralized control. It is tempting to assume individuals as stupid
since individual complexity decreases as nest (colony) size increases. An increase in colony size
facilitates new ecological opportunities and problems that could favor the evolution of additional behavior
and more efficient ways of work organization [13]. To account for the possibility that these individuals
possess high cognitive abilities, Seeley [13] presented an analysis of the functional organization of honey
bee colonies. Cognitive sophistication in honey bees could be indicated by the worker bees’ sensitivity to
a large number of signals and cues inside a hive, their behavioral versatility, and their ability to integrate
information when deciding how to behave [13].
Keeping with this proposition, it is possible that individuals make informed decisions based on their
experiential knowledge, and that social effects have no influence on decision making. For example, in the
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case of nest building by a wasp, the wasp could be well-informed about alternative sites that may produce
an optimal structure when a cell is to be initiated.
Though Seeley [13] criticizes the inherent assumption of dumb individuals in most studies of selforganizing mechanisms, no concrete evidence is given to warrant this proposition. Hence, attributing such
building behavior to individual cognitive abilities is only intuitive and cannot be empirically supported.

2.3

Simple Behavioral Rules

As part of their exploration of self-organizing systems, Scott et al. [12] constructed models of
previous biological case studies of living organisms (e.g. ants, bees, termites). One of the conclusions
made after experiments with these models was that interactions among individuals and their environment
are based on simple rules of thumb that can be presented as if-then statements and are executed by chance
[12]. These simple rules can lead to complex collective responses. Complex collective responses are
emergent properties, not encoded in the individual genes, of the system. Though many systems use these
simple rules, particular uses of these rules make some systems self-organizing. For example, in our case, a
wasp will initiate a new cell only where there are two or more ready walls. Thus a wasp follows the 2-cell
simple rule.

2.4

Related Work

Theraulaz et al. [3] proposed a set of distributed stigmergic algorithms that could produce coherent
nest-like structures using non-communicating agents as builders. These agents can perceive the local
configuration of surrounding matter, and move randomly on a three dimensional (3D) cubic lattice with
no blueprint or knowledge of what they are building. Agents can also deposit elementary bricks on the
lattice. Few local configurations, stimulating configurations, of the surrounding matter among many
other possible configurations trigger a brick deposit. Bricks are of different types with the same cubic
shape, and the choice of a particular brick for a site is dependent on a specified set of rules stated in a
17

lookup table. Thus, the lookup table dictates the type of brick for a site based on the current configuration
of bricks in that site’s local neighborhood. A neighborhood consists of twenty-six (26) cells surrounding a
central cell occupied by an agent [3]. With such a neighborhood space, it is only imperative to minimize
the neighborhood spatio-temporal complexity in order to gain any significant insight.
Agents only modify empty sites and are capable of building with the right brick whenever
stimulating configurations are met. With three different types of bricks (no brick, type 1 brick, and type 2
brick) the space of local configurations is rather huge. A minimum set of rules must be discovered to
produce a particular architecture. These rules are assumed to be applied in a deterministic, systematic way
whenever a stimulating configuration is met and a brick is deposited by an agent. A single agent could
build the same architecture that a swarm of agents are capable of building. For a swarm of agents to build
a given architecture, the architecture must be decomposed into a finite number of building steps with the
proviso that local configurations created by a state and which trigger building actions are unique at every
step ( a coordinated algorithm). Also, the order in which these local configurations are produced should
be strictly adhered to. These constraints limit the type of architectures collectively generated.
A coordinated algorithm is shown by the following activity diagram in Figure 1 that illustrates the
successive steps involved in constructing a nest similar to one built by Epipona [3]. This algorithm is
restrictive in terms of structures generated and requires that shapes of structures generated are known
beforehand.
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Figure 1: The construction of an Epipona nest. There are nine (9) steps. The completion of each step triggers stimulating
configurations necessary for the subsequent step. Step one generates 8 configurations, step two: 13, step three: 34, step four:
19, step five: 27, step six: 31, step seven: 17, and step eight: 7
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
This chapter discusses the methodology used in this research to abstract data from the wasp
behavior investigations made by Karsai [4] into a model, and presents the assumptions and constraints
used in the model design, and states the goals of this research. Also, the reasons for the choice of an
agent-based model and the architectural design of the prototype software are presented.

3.1

Research Goals

The thrust of this research is to test whether low complexity algorithms may be used to generate
nest-like structures, and to characterize these structures using five different variables. These variables are:
1) Number of cells, 2) Wall cell ratio, 3) Potentially buildable cells with x neighbors (Bx) where x
denote number of neighbors or ready walls, 4) Eccentricity, and 5) Compactness. (See Appendix A, for
definition of terms).

Three algorithms were developed to pursue this goal:
•

Random rule –This algorithm has no constraints on domain cells. Domain cells are picked and
initiated at random sites.

•

2-cell rule –A nest is initiated with two cells. Sites with two or more ready walls or neighbors are
first initiated before other sites.

•

MaxW rule –This algorithm ensures a current site with the maximum number of ready walls or
neighbors is always selected for cell initiations. If there is more than one such site, one is
randomly chosen.
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3.2

Agent-based Models

Agent-based models, also referred to as multi-agent systems are in a class of computational models
for simulating the actions and interactions of a group of entities with the aim of assessing their effect on a
system as a whole. One popular application of the agent-based model is the cellular automata [15]. There
are four main approaches to assessing these effects on a system. The first is the microscopic approach,
where an agent (individual) is the basic unit of analysis and interactions between pairs of agents are
considered. Also, details of the system are abstracted as much as possible. Second, in the macroscopic
approach, the macroscopic behavior of the system may be studied as a whole. One could consider a
hypothetical average agent and its interactions with a hypothetical average environment to study the
system. Third, simulation approach uses computations to develop insights into a complex system for
future proof. In the fourth approach, called the real world model, the experimenter totally controls the
conditions and subunits’ interactions of the system.

3.2.1

Significance of Model to our Approach
The agent based model was chosen over other approaches due to the following reasons. First, the

Agent based model uses simple rules to generate very complex systems. Secondly, the use of agents
supports decentralized control systems; in our case an individual wasp could independently initiate a cell
without any external control. Third, the agent simulation model is based on location interactions among
subunits of the system. Lastly, there is no need for global representation of the system or a centralized
control over how the system operates, how the system is modeled, and how state transitions occur.
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3.3

Method

The spiral process model was followed in the design and development of the prototype software.
The software was developed and tested in phases, and the output of a previous phase is used as an input to
the next phase.
A shaded regular hexagon is used to denote a cell as a unit of a nest and a regular hollow hexagon
to show a cell’s neighbor. The neighborhood space of a cell consists of six neighbors (see Figure 2).
Every cell is of equal size, type and mass, and therefore of equal weights. There is neither any limit
placed on how large a building space (lattice) could be nor how big a nest could grow.

A neighbor cell

Figure 2: Typical nest cell with six surrounding hollow cells that forms its
neighborhood space.

A nest is characterized by six numerical variables: center of mass, eccentricity, compactness, shared
walls, outer walls, and the number of ready walls per site. A site can have one through six ready walls
(Figure 2). Sites with six ready walls are referred to as holes. The center of mass is re-computed and
graphically indicated on the emerging nest every time a cell is initiated. This visual display gives insight
into the distribution of the nest mass as it grows (Figure 3).
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Grey region
indicates previous
centers of mass

Red dot indicate
current center of
mass

Figure 3: A 126-cell nest generated from the random building script – random rule

The development method consisted of the following steps. First, a deterministic building script,
coordinated algorithm, was developed to validate results of life-like nest structures (Figure 4) and their
characteristic variables as reported by Karsai et al. [5]. The coordinated algorithm re-generated these lifelike nest structures reported in by Karsai et al [5]. Also, reported values of these variables that were used
to characterize a nest were also recomputed and compared (see Table 1). Both results were similar.
Second, using the coordinated script as baseline, a random feature was added to the script. Different
pseudo-random number generators (PRNG) were tested for high quality random numbers and periodicity.
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The Mersenne Twister PRNG produced relatively good pseudorandom numbers. Therefore, the Mersenne
Twister PRNG was used in the prototype software for generating pseudorandom numbers.
Third, because the results of the random building script were good, (see Figure 3 for a sample of
structures produced by the random script), two rules postulated to resemble the building behavioral rules
of wasps, were added to the script.

Table 1: Values of the variables for the different 19-cell nests shown in Figure 7. N= Number of cells; S=number of outer
walls; W=Total number of walls in Nest/N; B1, B2, B3=potentially buildable cells with one, two and three neighbors,
respectively; E=eccentricity=compactness. See text and glossary for description of the variables.

Recomputed Variables

Nest

N

S

Ref.

Reported Variables

W

B1

B2

B3

E

C

N

S

W

B1

B2

B3

E

C

[5]

1

19

30

3.7895

12

0

0

0

28.3923

19

30

3.79

6

12

0

0

28.39

[5]

2

19

30

3.7895

6

12

0

1.7321

28.3923

19

30

3.79

6

12

0

1.73

28.39

[5]

3

19

32

3.8421

6

13

0

0.7293

29.6736

19

32

3.84

6

13

0

0.73

29.67

[5]

4

19

32

3.8421

7

11

1

0.6883

29.2989

19

32

3.84

7

11

1

0.69

29.30

[5]

5

19

78

5.0526

6

36

0

9

90

19

78

5.05

6

36

0

9

90

[5]
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First
cells

2

1

3

4

5

Figure 4: Sample 19-cell nest structures that were re-generated using the coordinated algorithm. Nest 1 and Nest 2
differ by their first cell initiation.
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3.3.1

Growing the Nest
The nest is initiated with a single cell and the six neighbors that correspond to the sides of the cell;

these are the potential building cells (domain cells) of the emerging nest. The next cell added to the nest is
picked from the domain cells based on a chosen rule at the beginning of the simulation. Neighbors are
generated and also stored for the new added cell. The number of ready walls for a cell in the nest is
computed and stored with a pointer to the referenced cell. This process of picking, generating and storing
neighbor cells is done recurrently, until a predetermined nest size is reached. When the nest building is
complete, characteristics of the nest are computed and used as feedback to optimize the rules. With this
approach, various global structures emerge. Examples of 100-cell nests generated using the 2-cell and the
MaxWall rules are shown in figures 5 and 6 respectively.

Figure 5: A 100-cell nest generated from the 2-cell rule building script.
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Structures generated by the 2-cell rule are more compact and eccentric than the random rule (See Figure
3). These structures have no holes, and have fewer branches.

Figure 6: A 100-cell nest generated from the maxWall rule

Structures generated by the MaxWall rule are most compact and eccentric than the random rule (See
Figure 3 and 5). These structures have no holes, and have the fewest branches.

3.4

Model Description

This model attempts to demonstrate how nest-like structures may be generated using low
complexity algorithms. The algorithms developed incorporate some building behavioral rules of wasps.
These behavioral rules are based on investigations made by Karsai et al. [5]. The architectural design of
the model is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7 : Component-Based Architectural diagram

3.4.1

Assumptions of Model
Three different algorithms were used to carry out our research goal. These algorithms have

different functional behaviors due to differences in constraints employed in their design. However, the
algorithms share some assumptions.

3.4.1.1 Structural Constraints. The model uses a two-dimensional boundless lattice. A twodimensional lattice was used to simplify our model over a 3D model. This lattice is the wasps’ building
space for a new nest. The nest grows by consecutive additions of domain cells until a predefined nest size
is reached or a predefined number of domain cells are randomly picked. Cells are of the same material
type, size and shape. Cell initiations are done independently and one at a time, thus after some time units
have elapsed. Hence, restructuring of an emerging nest is not feasible. However, an older cell could
support a new cell being initiated.
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3.4.1.2

Functional Constraints. The information a wasp needs to decide to initiate a cell is local.

The main influence for a decision is the stimulus generated by the interaction between the nest and the
wasps. For example, the number of neighbors generated for a new cell initiated. In the case of the 2-cell
and the maxWall- rules, the neighborhood space influences cell initiation. Again, all kinds of wasps’
builders are assumed to have the same building behavioral rules. All cell initiations per rule followed the
same functional behavior. Lastly, if multiple sites meet a condition for a new cell initiation, the choice of
one over others is random.

3.4.1.3

Random Rule Assumptions. The random rule assumes that life-like structures are built

by randomly picking sites for cell initiations. A nest is initiated with a cell and sites are initiated
randomly. All sites have equal chance of being picked. Picking is done with neither any global
information on the nest nor preference for any site.

3.4.1.4

2-cell Rule Assumptions. A nest is initiated with two joined cells. The probability of

initiating a cell at a given site depends on the number of ready walls. Sites with at least two ready walls
are always chosen for cell initiation while sites with one wall are forbidden.

3.4.1.5

MaxWall Rule Assumptions. The maximum wall rule (referred to as maxWall rule)

assumes that wasps’ nests are built such that sites with the maximum number of ready walls or neighbors
are always initiated. The neighborhood spaces of all sites are explored and site(s) with the maximum
neighborhood size is/are chosen. In case of multiple occurrences, one similar site is randomly picked for
initiation. This technique ensures efficient material usage, because fewer walls and therefore less building
material may be required to complete a cell.
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3.5

Resources and Environment

This section describes computer software and hardware specifications and the development
environment employed in this research.

3.5.1

Software Specifications
One objective of this research was to develop a platform-independent visual simulation tool to

depict the wasps’ building behavior. We used the Open Graphics Library (OpenGL) on Cygwin. Cygwin
is a Unix- like environment with a command-line interface for Microsoft Windows. We used
PostgresSQL (an object oriented database system) to save. Since we programmed the tool in C++, libpqxx
library was the ideal choice for interfacing PostgresSQL to C++. The aforementioned computer software
applications were operationally managed by Microsoft Windows Vista.

3.5.2

Hardware Specifications
The prototype software application was developed on a Hewlett-Packard Notebook personal

computer with AMD Turion (64x2) Mobile Technology (two processors). The PC had two gigahertz of
RAM running DirectX10.

3.5.3

Programming Environment
Cygwin version 6.0 was installed on Windows Vista ultimate and configured to enable the

PostgresSQL module that ships with it. Source codes were written in C++ and compiled with the GNU
GCC-G++ compiler that comes with Cygwin 6.0. For the database Application Programming Interface
(API), libpqxx library version 3.0 was used. Though the tool was written in Cygwin on Vista, some
testing was done on Microsoft Windows XP.
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3.5.4

Computational Issues
One of the observations made was that a large number of simulations {in the billions} is required to

generate all possible forms of nests with size greater than eight cells, especially for the random rule.
Again, more significant digits are required to compute the compactness for such structures. Though we
resorted to the TTMath Bignum Library to gain more significant digits, it was not sufficient because we
need more than 16 significant digits to compute the compactness of such structures. Therefore, more
computational power than we currently have is required to run such simulations. These limitations made it
difficult to identify all the possible forms of structures with sizes from eight cells and beyond for the
random rule and sixteen cells and beyond for both the 2-cell and MaxWall rules.
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CHAPTER 4
SIMULATION TOOL DEVELOPMENT
In this chapter we present and discuss the implementation of our model for abstracting wasps’
building behavior. There were two main drivers in this implementation: randomness and the rules.

4.1 Randomness
Having a pseudo-random number generator that approximates the properties of random numbers to
some high level of confidence was crucial for the correctness and completeness of our model’s
implementation.

4.1.1

Test of Randomness
Although Mersenne Twister PNRG is known to generate high quality pseudorandom numbers

[16], two techniques were developed to test its randomness through our application. Two tests were
conducted to validate the randomness of the random and the 2-cell rules algorithms. The following steps
were used to test the randomness of the 2-cell rule algorithm:
First, all possible shapes of three-through-seven cell nest structures were generated using the 2-cell
rule algorithm. Ten (10) simulations were run to generate all shapes of three-through-six cell nest
structures while fifty (50) simulation runs were required to generate all shapes of seven cell nest
structures.
Second, all possible shapes of three-through-seven cell nest structures were hand drawn on a
hexagonal graph sheet and the probability of each structure calculated based on conditional probabilities.
These shapes were hand drawn based on the 2-cell rule, and their probabilities were computed using the
conditional probability theory. The details of these steps are given in figure 8.
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Third, 50,000 simulations were run for the seven cell nest and the probability of each generated
shape calculated.
Lastly, the probabilities of the different shapes from the simulation runs were compared against the
probabilities of the hand drawn structures. (See Table 2 for results).

Table 2: Result of 50,000 simulation runs for a 7-cell nest using the 2-cell rule algorithm. The first column
{structures} represents all possible non-isometric structures for a 7-cell nest produced from Rule 2. Column two
{Unique Compactness} denotes the compactness of these structures produced. The third and the fourth column is a
count of the occurrences of these structures and their probabilities based on the 50,000 simulation runs respectively.
The last column states the expected or mathematical probabilities of these structures

Structures

Unique
Compactness

Count

Calculated Probabilities

Expected Probabilities

1

6.00000

3921

0.07842

0.08000

2

6.59452

24751

0.49502

0.49333

3

6.73081

14745

0.2949

0.29333

4

7.06224

6583

0.13166

0.13333

The probability of a given structure is computed using the equation below: the probability of
structure B generated from an existing structure A by adding a cell is given by:

Equivalent sites are sites that, when built, generate the same structure or nest shape.
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Using mathematical induction, one can show that the probability of any given structure, Z,
generated progressively from structure, A, B, C through Y is:

However, since 3-cell, 4-cell and 5-cell nests have unity probability of occurring regardless of the
sites built (See figure 5), it suffices to start from a 5-cell nest. This implies that it is sufficient for A in the
above equation to be a 5-cell nest.
These steps are illustrated in figure 8.
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C

B

A
P(B/A) = 3/3

P(C/B) = 3/3.4/4
1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3

P(D/C) = 3/3.4/4.2/5
4, 5

D

E
3

P(E/C) = 3/3.4/4.1/5

1, 2, 3

F
P(F/C) = 3/3.4/4.2/5
1, 5

Figure 8: (continued on next page)
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G
D
P(G/D) = 3/3.4/4.2/5.2/6
2, 6

E

G

P(G/E) = 3/3.4/4.1/5.0/6
φ

G

F

P(G/F) = 3/3.4/4.2/5.2/5

3, 5

P(G)= P(G/D) or P(G/E) or P(G/F) = 3/3.4/4.2/5.2/6 + 3/3.4/4.1/5.0/6 + 3/3.4/4.2/5.2/5
= 2/15 + 0 + 4/25 = 22/75

Figure 8: Stepwise calculations for finding the probability of a 7-cell Nest: G, from a 3-cell Nest: A. Value above
the arrow sign indicates the probability of occurrence of the arrowed structure and values below indicates
equivalent sites. Equivalent sites are sites that produce the same nest shapes when built.
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The aforementioned steps were followed to calculate the probabilities of all possible 7-cell nest
structures that could be generated using the 2-cell rule algorithm. Four (4) unique 7-cell nest structures
were found using the 2-cell rule algorithm and the hexagonal graph sheet. (See figure 9 for the unique
structures).

1

3

2
4

Figure 9 : Four (4) unique 7-cell Nests found using the 2-cell rule algorithm and the
hexagonal graph sheet.
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The results shown in Table 2 validate the randomness of Mersenne Twister through our scripts.
Having followed similar steps to test the randomness of the random rule, a conclusion was reached on the
quality of pseudorandom numbers generated by Mersenne twister PRGN.

4.2

The Rules

This section shows the logical flow of the three rules implemented. Different activity diagrams
are used to depict the flow of events in each rule.
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The random Rule Algorithm

Figure 10: Activity diagram for the random rule algorithm

In Figure 10 (the activity diagram for the random rule), the size of the nest to be built is
predetermined and set to a variable N. A 1-cell nest is built and a site is randomly located for a new cell to
be built. The size of the emerging nest is computed and returned as NestSize. If NestSize equals N, the
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characteristics of the nest is generated and displayed otherwise a new site is randomly located and the
process continues until the NestSize equals N.

The 2-Cell Rule Algorithm

Figure 11: Activity diagram for the 2-cell rule algorithm
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In Figure 11 (the activity diagram for the 2-cell rule), the size of the nest to be built is
predetermined and set to a variable N. A 2-cell nest is built and a site(s) with two or more ready walls
is/are located for a new cell to be built. If there are multiple occurrences of such site, one is randomly
picked and built. The size of the emerging nest is computed and returned as NestSize. If NestSize equals
N, the characteristics of the nest is generated and displayed otherwise the sites picking process continues
until the NestSize equals N.

The MaxWall Rule Algorithm

Figure 12: Activity diagram for the MaxWall rule algorithm
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In Figure 12 (the activity diagram for the MaxWall rule), the size of the nest to be built is
predetermined and set to a variable N. A 1-cell nest is built and a site(s) with the maximum number of
ready walls is/are located for a new cell to be built. If there are multiple occurrences of such site, one is
randomly picked and built. The size of the emerging nest is computed and returned as NestSize. If
NestSize equals N, the characteristics of the nest is generated and displayed, otherwise the site picking
process continues until the NestSize equals N.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
In this chapter, we present the outcomes of our study. First, we provide samples and characteristics
of architectures generated by the three rules as they grow from a 3-cell nest to a 10-cell nest. Then, we
present some of the tabular and graphical analyses of the characteristics using data from 50,000
simulation runs for the 10-cell nest. The rest of the analysis is contained in Appendix B.
Additionally, we tested the hypothesis to determine if the geometrical structures generated by the
three rules can be described by a common probability density function. Thus, do the rules have the same
probability distribution function per structures generated?
Finally, one objective was to determine the minimum number of simulations required to generate
all possible forms of a particular structure through our algorithm. We present a table of this finding from a
3-cell nest to 15-cell nest.

5.1

Sample 10-Cell Structures from the Three Rules

The three rules generated different structures. The 2-cell rule was found to generate more life-like
and compact structures than the random rule, while the maxWall rule generated the most life-like and
highly compact structures. Structures generated by the random rule had holes in them (Figure 13). Also,
the number of Shared Walls for the MaxWall rule is generally the highest.
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3. Random rule

2. 2-Cell rule

1. MaxWall rule

Figure 13: Three samples of the 10-Cell Nest Structures generated using the three rules.
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5.2

Sample Analytical Graphs

The random rule produced structures with compactness that ranges from 11.02 to 23.43 units with
standard deviation of 1.60 units and a mean of 14.24 units. (Figure 14)

Figure 14: Distribution of Compactness for a 10-cell Nest over 50,000 simulation runs using the
random rule
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The 2-cell rule generated structures with compactness between 11.02 and 13.57 units inclusive with
a standard deviation of 0.44 units and a mean of 11.60 units. (Figure 15)

Figure 15: Distribution of Compactness for a 10-cell Nest over 50,000 simulation runs using the 2-cell
rule.
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The MaxWall rule generated structures with compactness that ranges from 11 to 13.5 units
inclusive with standard deviation of 0.26 units and a mean of 11.19 units. (Figure 16)

Figure 16: Distribution of Compactness for a 10-cell Nest over 50,000 simulation runs using
the MaxWall rule.
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Figure 17 shows that compactness of structures generated by the 2-cell rule increased from 11 to
13.5 units while that of the random rule increased from 11 to 23.43 units.

Figure 17: Distribution of compactness of fifty thousand (50,000) structures generated using the random and
the 2-cell rules.
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Figure 18 shows that compactness of structures generated by the MaxWall rule increased from 11
to 13.5 units while that of the random rule increased from 11 to 23.43 units.

Figure 18: Distribution of compactness of fifty thousand (50,000) structures generated using the random and
the MaxWall rules.
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Figure 19 shows that compactness of structures generated by the 2-cell rule increased from 11 to
13.5 units while that of the MaxWall rule also increased from 11 to 13.5 units.

Figure 19: Distribution of compactness of fifty thousand (50,000) structures generated using the 2-cell and the
MaxWall rules.
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5.2.1

Compactness: Chart Analysis

The random rule produced structures with compactness that ranges from 11.02 to 23.43 units with
standard deviation of 1.60 units and a mean of 14.24 units. A standard deviation of 1.60 units means
compactness of more of the structures is widely spread around the mean. Also, 0.75 units of positive
skewness means that most values lie fairly at the left side of the mean. (Table 3) These statistics indicate
that few of the structures had compactness below the mean. Therefore, structures generated had
compactness quite likely around the mean. (Figure 14)
The 2-cell rule generated structures with compactness between 11.02 and 13.57 units inclusive
with a standard deviation of 0.44 units and a mean of 11.60 units. (Table 3) This means that compactness
of most of the structures is relatively less spread around the mean. A positively skewed distribution of
0.97 units means that most values lie at the left side of the mean; a standard deviation of 0.44 units means
the deviation of values from the mean is very small. Therefore, compactness of most structures is below
the mean. Hence, most structures generated have compactness close to 11.60 units from the left. (Figure
15)
The MaxWall rule generated structures with compactness that ranges from 11 to 13.5 units
inclusive with standard deviation of 0.26 units and a mean of 11.19 units. (Table 3) This means that
compactness of most of the structures is less spread around the mean. Again, it can be concluded that
structures generated were relatively more compact and close to 11.19 units from the left. (Figure 16)
The 2-cell rule generated more compact structures than the random rule, while the maxWall rule
generated the most compact structures.
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Table 3: Statistics of the compactness histogram distribution. The values from the 50,000
simulation runs for a 10-cell Nest were used for this analysis.
Statistics
Random rule
N

Valid

2-cell rule

MaxWall rule

49999

50000

49999

1

0

1

Mean

14.2355

11.5984

11.1896

Std. Deviation

Missing

1.60276

.44043

.25866

Skewness

.746

.973

3.391

Std. Error of Skewness

.011

.011

.011

Minimum

11.02

11.02

11.02

Maximum

23.43

13.57

13.57
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5.2.3

Shared Wall Analysis

Table 4: Statistics of the Shared Wall histogram distribution. The values from the 50,000
simulation runs for a 10-cell Nest were used for this analysis.
Statistics
Random rule
N

Valid

2-cell rule

MaxWall rule

50000

50000

50000

0

0

0

Mean

13.2124

17.6394

18.5393

Std. Deviation

1.97492

.56265

.51659

Skewness

.173

.161

-.357

Std. Error of Skewness

.011

.011

.011

Minimum

9.00

17.00

17.00

Maximum

19.00

19.00

19.00

Missing

All three rules generated structures with the number of shared walls that ranged between 9 and 19
inclusive. However, with the random rule, standard deviations of 1.97 units, a mean of 13.21 units and a
smaller positive skewness of 0.17 units means symmetry around the mean, but most values lie to the left
of the mean. (Figure 20)
The 2-cell and the MaxWall rules’ structures have their values less spread around the mean which
means more structures have a number of shared walls little below or above18 for the 2-cell rule and 19 for
the MaxWall rule. However, a negative skewness of 0.36 units for the MaxWall rule means most of the
values lie to the right of the mean. (Figure 21 and 22)
The average number of shared walls increased steeply from 13 to 17 walls in moving from the
random rule to the 2-cell rule while there is a slight increase from 17 to 18 in moving from the 2-cell rule
to the MaxWall rule. (Figure 23)
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Figure 20: Distribution of Shared Walls for a 10-cell Nest over 50,000 simulation runs using the random
rule
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Figure 21: Distribution of Shared Walls for a 10-cell Nest over 50,000 using the 2cell rule
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Figure 22: Distribution of Shared Walls for a 10-cell Nest over 50,000 using the
MaxWall rule.
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Figure 23: Means of Shared Walls for a 10-Cell Nest over 50,000 simulation runs

Following from the above analysis, the MaxWall rule produced structures with more shared walls
than the 2-cell rule. The random rule generated structures with less shared walls.
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5.2.4

Buildable Sites Analysis
The number of potentially buildable sites can be used as measure of the circumference of the nest.

It is therefore imperative to gather statistics about this variable. The random rule generated structures with
the highest proportion of buildable sites with one ready wall (B1) while the MaxWall rule had the least
proportion. (See Figure 24) More B1’s mean structures have longer circumference and are therefore more
elongated. Again, the MaxWall rule has the highest proportion of B2’s and B3’s while the random rule
has the least. This observation shows that more sites with two or three ready walls are more likely to be
built using the MaxWall rule than the other two rules. However, this likelihood is very rare with the
random rule.
The MaxWall rule has zero proportion of B4, B5 and B6s (B6s are holes) while the 2-cell rule has
zero proportion of B5 and B6s but a minuscule proportion of B3s. The random rule has a significant
proportion of B4, B5 and B6s.
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2-cell rule

Random rule

MaxWall rule

Figure 24: Proportion of one-through-six buildable sites for a 10-cell Nest over 50,000 simulations.
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5.2.5

Test of Correlation

5.2.5.1 Random Rule. Test of correlation between Compactness and Eccentricity

Table 5: Results from a Pearson Correlation between the variables: Compactness
and Eccentricity using the Random rule. The values from the 50,000 simulation
runs for a 10-cell Nest were used for this analysis.
Correlations
Compactness
Compactness

Pearson Correlation

Eccentricity
1

Sig. (2-tailed)

**

.000

N
Eccentricity

.147

Pearson Correlation

49999

49944

**

1

.147

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

N

49944

49945

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

5.2.5.2 2-cell Rule. Test of correlation between Compactness and Eccentricity.

Table 6: Results from a Pearson Correlation between the variables: Compactness
and Eccentricity using the 2-cell rule. The values from the 50,000 simulation runs
for a 10-cell Nest were used for this analysis.
Correlations
Compactness
Compactness

Pearson Correlation

Eccentricity
1

Sig. (2-tailed)

**

.000

N
Eccentricity

.025

Pearson Correlation

50000

49947

**

1

.025

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

N

49947

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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49947

5.2.5.4 MaxWall Rule. Test of correlation between Compactness and Eccentricity.

Table 7: Results from a Pearson Correlation between the variables: Compactness
and Eccentricity using the MaxWall rule. The values from the 50,000 simulation
runs for a 10-cell Nest were used for this analysis.
Correlations
Compactness
Compactness

Pearson Correlation

Eccentricity
1

Sig. (2-tailed)

**

.000

N
Eccentricity

-.017

Pearson Correlation

49999

49817

**

1

-.017

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

N

49817

49818

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

5.2.5.5

Analysis of Correlations. The results in Table 2 and Table 3 indicate that there is positive

correlation between compactness and eccentricity for the random and the 2-cell rule. This means that
highly compact structures are more eccentric and also compactness decreases with decreasing
eccentricity. Additionally, it also means that most high compact structures are more eccentric.
However, the results in Table 3 indicate a negative correlation between compactness and
eccentricity for the MaxWall rule. The negative correlation indicates that highly compact structures may
not necessarily be more eccentric. However, it does indicate that most of the structures generated, though
compact, where less eccentric. Generally, it is observed that there is a significant correlation between
compactness and eccentricity, and that they can be used interchangeably within a particular rule.
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Test of Hypothesis

5.3

From the results of the 50,000 simulation runs for the 10-cell nest, we wanted to find out if the
distribution of structures can be described by equivalent probability density functions. We paired data
from the random rule with the other two rules and performed a Kolmogorov-Smirnov two independent
samples test. We randomly sampled 10,000 records from the 50,000 records generated using the three
rules.
Let the probability density function that describes the distribution of structures for the random rule
be R(α) and, similarly, T(β) and M(γ) for the 2-Cell rule and maxWall rule respectively.

5.3.1

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test One: Random rule verse 2-Cell rule
Ho: R(α) є O(T(β)) and T(β) є O(R(α))
Ha: R(α) ∉ O(T(β)) or T(β) ∉ O(R(α))
Significance level: 5%.

Table 8: Output from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 2-sample tests using SPSS
for Test one.
a

Test Statistics

Compactness
Most Extreme Differences

Absolute

.842

Positive

.000

Negative

-.842

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z

59.503

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

a. Grouping Variable: Code
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Analysis: From the output in Table 8, the p-value (0.000) is less than 0.05 so we reject the null
hypothesis and conclude that the two distribution functions are of different order.

5.3.2

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test Two: Random rule verse MaxWall rule
Ho: R(α) є O(M(γ)) and M(γ) є O(R(α))
Ha: R(α) ∉ O(M(γ)) or M(γ) ∉ O(R(α))
Significance level: 5%.

Table 9: Shows output from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 2-sample tests using
SPSS for Test two.
a

Test Statistics

Compactness
Most Extreme Differences

Absolute

.957

Positive

.000

Negative

-.957

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z

67.635

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

a. Grouping Variable: Code

Analysis: From the output in Table 9, the p-value (0.000) is less than 0.05 so we reject the null
hypothesis and conclude that the two distribution functions are of different order
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5.3.2

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test Three: 2-Cell rule verse MaxWall rule
Ho: T(β) є O(M(γ)) and M(γ) є O(T(β))
Ha: T(β) ∉ O(M(γ)) or M(γ) ∉ O(T(β))
Significance level: 5%.

Table 10: Shows output from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 2-sample tests
using SPSS for Test three.
a

Test Statistics

Compactness
Most Extreme Differences

Absolute

.500

Positive

.000

Negative

-.500

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z

35.355

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

a. Grouping Variable: Code

Analysis: From the output in Table 10, the p-value (0.000) is less than 0.05 so we reject the null
hypothesis and conclude that the two distribution functions are of different order.

5.3.3

Possible Nest Forms and Required Number of Runs
Table 11 shows the possible number of different structures from a 3-cell nest to a 16-cell nest and

the number of simulation runs necessary to generate them. Due to computational power constraints, not
all forms were identified. For example, 6169 different forms of a 9-cell nest were identified by running
100 million simulations using the random rule. However, it is possible to identify more than 6169 forms
of the 9-cell nest by running more than 100 million simulations using the random rule.
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Table 11: Possible number of different structures from a 3-cell nest to a 16-cell nest and the minimum number of
simulation runs necessary to generate them. * More than 16 digits are needed.

No. of Structures identified
Nest Size

No. of Runs Required

Random

2-Cell

MaxWall

rule

rule

rule

Random rule

2-Cell rule

rule

3

3

1

1

10

1

1

4

7

1

1

30

1

1

5

24

1

1

400

1

1

6

80

3

3

4000

5

5

7

324

4

4

50000

10

20

8

1377

9

5

1million

40

40

9

>6169

16

8

>>100million*

100

100

10

>28367

35

13

>>100million*

1500

1500

11

>126778

69

12

>>1billion*

1million

1million

12

>599619

154

19

>>1billion*

1million

1million

13

325

24

10million

10million

14

734

26

10million

10million

15

1628

36

100million

100million

16

>=3707

>=47

>>1billion

>>1billion
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MaxWall

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
6.1

Summary and Discussion of Findings

Through our study, we have demonstrated that compact wasp nest structures can be generated via
minimal complex algorithms given the proviso that building behavior heeds to stigmergy. Each of the
three algorithms bears particular strengths and defects. We explored the structure space of all three
algorithms by running millions of simulations. Unlike the other two rules, the random rule algorithm
required a large number of simulations to generate all possible forms of nests with size of at least 10-cells.
While Karsai et al. [5] used Markov Chains to identify all possible structures per algorithm, we were
interested in the minimum number of simulations required to uncover all possible structures generated
using our scripts.

6.1.1

Nest forms
With the random rule, numerous forms exist even for a small number of cells starting from a 5-

cell nest. Because all sites have an equal chance of initiation, by running large number of simulations
(using Table 5 as a guide) all possible forms can be generated. It was observed that some forms were
generated by the Random rule that could not be produced from the other two rules. This phenomenon is
due to the constraints put off on the other two rules. Again, there were forms found among structures
generated by the 2-cell rule that were not found among structures generated by the MaxWall rule.
However, all forms of structures generated by both the 2-Cell rule and MaxWall rule algorithms were also
generated by the Random rule algorithms.
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6.1.2

Buildable Sites, Compactness, Eccentricity, Number of Shared Walls and Wall Cell Ratio
The number of buildable sites with one-through-six ready walls indicates the degree of

compactness or jaggedness of generated structures. Structures with relatively more one, two and three
ready walls are less compact and have longer circumference. These structures were frequently found
among the structures generated by the random rule algorithm. Sites with four, five and six ready walls
denote branches in the structures. These sites were commonly found among structures generated by the
random rule algorithm, rarely found among the 2-cell rule structures, and never found among structures
generated by MaxWall rule algorithm.
Compactness and Eccentricity are positively correlated variables that measure the compactness of
structures generated. Smaller values of these variables are indications of highly compact and more
eccentric structures. Wall Cell Ratio and the Number of Share Walls are also negatively correlated
variables that measure material usage. A relatively small Wall Cell Ratio implies that on average, fewer
new walls are added for every new cell built, while a large number of Share Walls means that averagely
more walls are shared than new ones added for every new cell built. For instance, instead of five walls for
a new cell, two walls would be added to complete a cell. These variables also indicate compactness or
jaggedness of generated structures.
Though the random rule generated some highly compact and more eccentric structures, these
structures were less frequent as compared to structures generated by the other two algorithms. The
random rule algorithm is less efficient in terms of material usage because it had large values of Wall Cell
Ratio and small values of Number of Shared Walls. In terms of material usage, the maxWall rule is more
efficient than the 2-cell rule.

6.2

Recommendation for Further Research

There are several areas for further research. First is an extension of the 2D model into a 3D model
and exploring more rules and constraints in order to make our results more comparable and measureable
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against natural wasps’ nests. Also, we would like to consider other mechanisms of self-organization that
could explain other aspects of building behavior that stigmergy failed to account for. For instance, when
and how does nest growth terminate? How are defects in nests identified and repaired? And when does
outgrow of existing nest types becomes necessary? Additionally, it would be necessary to consider
evolutionary algorithms that would adapt to changing building behavioral rules and physical constraints.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
GLOSSARY
artificial life: a discipline that studies natural life by attempting to recreate biological phenomena from
scratch within computers and other artificial media
compactness: the total distance between the centers of every cell and the two dimensional geometric
center of the nest.
eccentricity: measures the uniformity of distribution of cells around the first initiated cell.
equilibrium: : a system whose forward and reverse reaction rates balance.
Markov chain: a stochastic process with a finite number of states in which the probability of occurrence
of a future state is conditional only upon the current.
Markov model: a model or a simulation based on Markov chains.
pheromone: a chemical substance secreted externally by some animals (especially insects) that influences
the physiology or behavior of other animals of the same species.
self-organization: a process in which pattern at the global level of a system emerges solely from
numerous interactions among the lower-level components of the system
stigmergy: a mechanism of spontaneous, indirect coordination between agents or actions, where the trace
left in the environment by an action stimulates the performance of a subsequent action, by the same or a
different agent
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APPENDIX B
ANALYTICAL GRAPHS
B.1
B.1.1

Sample Analytical Graphs

A 10-Cell Nest Eccentricity Distribution over 50,000 simulations using the random rule
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B.1.2

A 10-Cell Nest Eccentricity Distribution over 50,000 simulations using the 2-cell rule.

B.1.3

A 10-Cell Nest Eccentricity Distribution over 50,000 simulations using the MaxWall rule.
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B.1.3

A 10-Cell Nest Eccentricity Distribution over 50,000 simulations using the MaxWall rule.
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B.1.4

A 10-Cell Nest Eccentricity Scatter plot over 50,000 simulations.
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B.1.5

Wall Cell Ratio for a 10-cell Nest over 50,000 simulation runs using the random rule.
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B.1.6

Wall Cell Ratio for a 10-cell Nest over 50,000 simulation runs using the 2-cell rule.
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B.1.7

Wall Cell Ratio for a 10-cell Nest over 50,000 simulation runs using the MaxWall rule.

APPENDIX C
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SIMULATION RUNS
C.1 2-cell Rule
Nest
Size
6

7

8

9

Count
399634
200630

Unique Compactness
5.04173429571
5.19615242271

399736
79987
493065
293554

5.37780211863
6.00000000000
6.59451813792
6.73080789680

133394
211536
82199
213248
101138
169300
48775
48925
86849

7.06224378669
7.80259663515
8.02355342970
8.15377770448
8.23771246024
8.36872698383
8.37780211863
8.49657054251
8.56789301148

38030
72513
52753
12433
74002
67779
45570
30291
26239
21881
9651
122755
37040
84897
158351
148373

8.98335339410
10.00155232440
10.09003386620
10.09383094600
10.09593053680
10.21870082660
10.37173994200
10.40485307450
10.52975608350
10.69318254600
11.13965538350
9.40680102005
9.46410161514
9.53673634862
9.60947478725
9.73614053026

35472

9.77872811766
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Runs
1million

1million

1million

1million

Nest
Size

10

Unique
Compactness
41953
70656
10320
110601
85598
54903
61850
59110
48684
35375
34190
21384
50010
38691
49914
13436
22336
12045
24137
19918
18657
19616
6991
15254
17794
4207
10621
7572
3281
2704
10698
4396
6110
4812

Count
11.02355342970
11.08874934960
11.19615242270
11.20925222460
11.25424231190
11.29191954920
11.38498516880
11.48723908190
11.53006436110
11.59683654370
11.62910470520
11.67231428130
11.76268923400
11.76363991540
11.79587274280
11.98335339410
12.00114559780
12.08052893980
12.08200381790
12.08273320830
12.14132564560
12.20189747980
12.20401281920
12.29544027780
12.38666503150
12.38759161270
12.41424537520
12.48863005040
12.58872372720
12.58890466960
12.72926411530
12.73670106220
12.96794058530
12.98596047270

2176

13.56592908910
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Runs

1million

C.2 MaxWall rule
Nest
Size
6

7

8

9

10

Unique
Compactness
399802
200488
399710
399455
333294
133518
133733
866287
19149
37959
38518
38087
9533
9554
9509
9599
247577
124347
285838
304043
551994
35927
35730
133537
71878
85862
61734
14026
2044
1015
2116
1979
2158

Count
5.041734296
5.196152423
5.377802119
6
6.594518138
6.730807897
7.062243787
7.802596635
8.23771246
8.368726984
8.567893011
8.983353394
10.21870083
10.37173994
10.69318255
11.13965538
9.40680102
9.464101615
9.536736349
9.609474787
11.02355343
11.08874935
11.19615242
11.25424231
11.38498517
11.48723908
11.53006436
11.79587274
12.38666503
12.41424538
12.72926412
12.98596047
13.56592909
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Runs
1million

1million

1million

1million

1million
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